Abstract. This work focuses on practical solution to designing interference fit joint. For this, based on a series of analytical expressions, we studied structural effects on performances of shaft-hub interference fit assembly when the interference range remains unchanged. The results suggest that the contact stress gets lower with thinner hub and increasing fit diameter. Furthermore, the hub thickness has little effect on the strength of hub. Thicker hub shows larger contact stiffness while enhancing fit diameter can reduce contact stiffness. Too large radius of rounded edge has little effect on stress concentration of the assembly. The study provides a rapid and effective method of interference connection design for engineering.
Introduction
As one of mechanical connections, interference fit between shaft and hub is more widely adopted in engineering because of simple structure, good centering, high bearing, and strong anti-shock, such as gear and shaft, rolling bearing [1, 2] , and column and beam in high frequency tester. The performances of the fit connection depend commonly on material, structure, interference/shrink range, finishing, etc. The work [3] simulated the optimal topography of contact surfaces in interference fit in order for contact pressure and reducing edge effect while the surface form defects were considered as well. Later, it was found that form defects of fit surfaces have little effect on assembly strength of interference fit by studying numerically [4] . Additionally, the research also suggested that the presence of surface defects is beneficial. Recently, researches on the assembly and failure of the interference fit have become a hot issue [5] . Some publications [6, 7] simulated fit connection by finite element method. But comparing with analytical solution, the method is not very convenient by engineering design although it is used more and more extensively and more precisely.
This work aims to analyze the effect of size and structure of shaft and hub on contact pressure, contact stiffness, and concentration as well as surface roughness by using of analytical solution. Fig. 1 gives an interference fit configuration consisting of a hollow shaft and a hub whose materials are carbon steel. Here, d is the fit diameter/ solid shaft diameter, di is the inner diameter of the hollow shaft, and it will be zero if the shaft is solid, while do is the outer diameter of the hub. Contact stress of an interference fit can be calculated by the following equation [8] 
Interference Fit Model

Contact Stress
Where δ represents of the diametric interference and is constant, E and υ are the elasticity modulus and Poisson's ratio of components' materials while the subscripts s and h are related to shaft and hub, respectively. A solid shaft will be simulated in this paper, so di=0. For carbon steel, E =210 GPa and υ =0.3.
Two surfaces contact means that these asperities on the two matching surfaces occur to contact. Due to loading, they will deform elastically even plastically. It is very obvious that the deformation softens the interference fit. By now, a prevailing formulation on this effect is not still obtained because of continuing discussion. Here, this effect may be estimated quantitatively according to French standard NF E22-621 [9] ( )
Where Ra 1 and Ra 2 are roughness of shaft and hub, respectively. Ra 1 =1.6µm and Ra 2 =3.2µm is adapted for calculating the contact stresses in this study.
Hub Stress
Fit pressure causes the residual stresses along the circumferential, θ, and the radial, r, directions, can be formulated by equations (3) - (6) [10]:
The VonMise stress within the hub is formulated by the equation below [10] 
Contact Stiffness
Contact stiffness in a shaft-hub fit includes axial stiffness. A model that takes elastic deformation into account and is suitable for engineering application is used [11] 
Where F denotes the load, A 0 represents of nominal contact area, and R σ is the standard deviation of rough surface.
Concentration of Contact Stress
As shown in Fig.2 , the stress concentration at the end of hub may play an important effect on contact strength. For minimizing the effect, rounding the end is commonly used. Here, concentration factor of stress is defined by [12] max_VM /
Where max_VM σ is the maximum of the VonMise stress in hub, p is the fit stress. 
Results and Discussion
Fig.3a depicts contact stress variation with ratio of hub thickness to fit diameter. It can be found that the stress increases when the ratio rises in any given diameter, but be getting big as the fit diameter diminishes in any given ratio. Meanwhile, we may find that the stress should be getting larger with increasing shaft/fit diameter when the hub thickness is constant. For clearer demonstration, Fig.3b is given and illustrates the analysis. Moreover, the fit stress will increase sharply when the hub thickness is less than 20 mm and then get constant gradually, especially when the fit diameter is less. In fact, the strength of hub in a shaft-hub fit is usually careful during designing. Fig.4 illustrates how the VonMise stresses of hub along the radius direction vary under different hub thickness. It can be observed that the VonMise stress is getting low from inner to outside in any hub. However, there is little difference among the highest value of the stress. Hence, so long as the strength of hub can be satisfied, hub should be as thin as possible for its structure lighter. Fig.5 shows the maximum VonMise stress varies with the ratio of hub-thickness to fit diameter. It is obviously that the VonMise stress increases with decreasing fit diameter, and rise more and more rapidly. However, the stress is less affected by the ratio. Hence, it may be suggested from figs. 4 and 5 that thickening hub may not improve effectively its strength. Ratio of hub-thickness to shaft diameter In interference connection design, Contact stiffness is also focused frequently by engineering. In Fig.6 , we analyzed how the normal stiffness of the interference fit varies with the ratio of hub-thickness to shaft diameter. It is very obvious that normal stiffness of fit contact increases when the hub thickens in every shaft diameter. However, the increment will get slow gradually when the fit diameter increases. Furthermore, as the hub thickens, the difference among normal stiffness of different fits enlarges. So the interference fit with smaller shaft diameter and thicker hub may have an enhancing fit stiffness.
Figs.7 (a)-(d) depict the variation of contact stress concentration with rounded-edge radius in different fit diameters. In each fit diameter, the factor of stress concentration get low with increasing the ratio of hub-thickness to fit/solid shaft diameter. And with increasing fit diameter, the factor enlarges. Moreover, it is clearly found from Figs.7 (a)-(b) that reduction of stresses concentration weakens when the rounded-edge radius is greater than 2 mm. it is suggested that stress concentration reduction of rounded edge is independent on hub thickness and fit diameter. Too large rounded edge is unnecessary. 
Conclusions
Due to many advantages and widespread application in engineering of interference fit connection, we aim to present a rapid and effective design method to engineers in this paper. For this, an interference fit assembly of a solid shaft and a hub was modelled, which are made from steel. In order to investigate how the structure of the assembly influences its performances, some performances of this assembly were analyzed based on a series of analytical solutions, including contact stress, hub strength, contact stiffness, and stress concentration. All the works were completed when interference range remains constant. The main conclusions are as followed: 1. Contact stress increases with decreasing fit diameter while it will get lower with thinner hub. 2. Thinner hub is good for design as long as its strength can be satisfied. Meanwhile, the maximum VonMise stress is affected more greatly by fit diameter than hub thickness. 3. When fit diameter remains constant, thicker hub shows more large contact stiffness. At the same time, contact stiffness will reduce if fit diameter decreases. 4. Reduction of stress concentration is very weak when the rounded edge radius exceeds to a certain value, and small ratio of hub thickness to fit diameter enhances stress concentration.
